
Topic of the lesson: “Water – a source of life”  

Method/ Forms of work:
 brainstorming,
 group work,
 lecture 
 discussion
 communicative 
 practical: experiences

Issues/problems addressed concerning water and sustainability:

 Water shortage

 Awareness of water use

Main aims of the lesson 

Student:
  knows the importance of water for life on Earth
 knows the results of water pollution for living creatures
 shows the location  of water on Earth
 explains the meanings: sweet water, salt water
 gives the examples of activities that can help to reduce the amount of  water used in 

everyday life

Skills:
 student expresses his opinion 
 listens and understands 
 uses new  information in his work
 can overcomes his difficulties 

                                         
Duration:20 minutes
Target-group: (primary school pupils ( 9-11 years old) 
Group size: up to 20 students
Number of trainers required: 1 

Required Materials
 a CD with the sounds of water 
 a globe
 CD player
  computer



 a mug with water for every student,  some salt
 cards: ”What do we need water for?”
 pictures of the underworld 
 cards with names of water tanks
 a  tape with percentage division of water supplies

"Dangers"/aspects you have to be aware of in this method, as the trainer: not applicable
Procedure
Introduction:
The teacher greets the students and tell them to listen to a CD with different sounds of water: rain, 
tapping water, river flowing. Students try to analyze the sounds.

Development:
The teacher shows the globe and encourage the students to tell about the meaning of colors used on 
it. Children know that water covers most of the world and that is why our land is called the Blue 
Planet.

                                                   
Practice:
She hands out  mugs with sweet water to every student. After trying it students add some salt and 
try again.
The teacher asks to answer the questions:” What is the difference in taste?”, „Can we drink both 
kinds of water or water flowers with both types?”, „Which kind of water is essential for human 
being?”. Children come to conclusion that the sweet water is the most important for human life. 
Students use the measuring tape to visualize the amount of sweet water in the world. They are left 
with only a centimeter. Teacher asks them to think about the salt water and answer the question: 
What is it important for? Student realize that the salt water is very important for the majority of 
flora and fauna.
The teacher shows the picture of underworld (ex:coral reef). Then students decide in which water 
bodies  salt and sweet water is found. To do this they use cards with different kinds of water bodies 
and divide them into sweet and salt water. With teacher help students come to conclusion that the 
sweet water should be saved by people since the majority of water bodies are seas and oceans. 
The teacher reminds them that  in 1992 the date  22nd of March was found the International Water 
Day.



                                 

                                       
She encourages students to answer the question „Who needs water”. Teacher writes down the 
answers on the board and divides them into three groups: people, animals, plants.

In the last part of the lesson students give the examples for saving water in everyday life. 

End of the lesson

Possible Variations
If there are IT means (computer and an interactive board or projector) lesson may be enriched with 
a power point presentation and a short film connected with water scarcity in the world. 


